


Everything being a constant carnival,  
there is no carnival left. –Victor Hugo

In 1981, Stephen Livick made the decision to turn his camera away from 
objects and toward people. Doing so forever changed the trajectory of his 
photographic practice. At that time, he and his wife Karen got in their car 
and drove thousands of miles, from Timmins, Ontario to the Carolinas of the 
southern United States, taking photographs of people they encountered at 
fairs, carnivals, festivals, and amusement parks. Many of the photographs 
were sourced from Six Flags amusement parks, with several taken during the 
Canadian National Exhibition (CNE) in Toronto. The result is two interrelated 
portfolios of photographs—Middle America (1981) and Joints (1982)—
that fundamentally question North America’s collective fascination with 
entertainment.
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For the Middle America portfolio, Livick set out to capture people where they gather en 
masse and are at their happiest, yet, ironically, he asked those being photographed not 
to smile. These were not family photographs collected for a photo album but rather an 
exploratory photo essay of a North American phenomenon.

During the early 1980s, Livick was deeply inspired by seminal American photographer Diane 
Arbus, whose preternatural portraits garnered both critical acclaim and disdain for blurring 
the lines between expression and exploitation. Viewers can witness this influence in an 
awkward photograph from the Middle America portfolio featuring identical twins dressed in 
matching plastic visors, stars-and-stripes T-shirts, and navy blue shorts. The picture harkens 
back to Arbus’s fascination with the idiosyncrasies shared by identical twins, as seen 
through such works as her iconic photograph Identical Twins, Roselle, New Jersey, 1967. 
Much like Arbus, Livick has a strong penchant for making the everyday epic, for making 
little moments appear monumental. From the smeared painted masks of young children 
to the apathetic looks of those waiting in long lines, Livick’s photographs are unsettling, 
with a powerful sense of melancholia. Almost every individual is both present in front of 
his camera yet strangely disconnected from the raucous atmosphere in the background, 
lending credence to the idea that Livick catches them somewhere between their authentic 
self and the intense artifice of the midway.

The photographs from the Middle America portfolio are the first in the history of 
photography to combine advanced laser technology with a 19th-century gum bichromate 
process. Livick learned gum bichromate printing, popularized in the early 1900s, through 
intense study of early manuals and treatises on the subject, in addition to the painstaking 
method of trial-and-error. The resulting photographs achieve unprecedented levels of fine 
detail and spectrums of colour. Colour gum bichromate printing derives from the use of 
colour transparency film, which is how three colour separations are made for printing. The 
paper is then treated with both emulsion and watercolour pigment, followed by exposure 
through a separation negative. Unexposed sections of paper are removed with water and 
the entire process is repeated until yellow, red, and blue are printed. In Livick’s case, the 
colour transparency film he used was Kodak Ektachrome and his camera was a single reflex 
lens on a 2 ¼ Rolleiflex SL camera. The inherent fickleness of this process forced Livick 
to discard approximately one of every four prints during their creation.i  To this end, the 
Middle America portfolio represents a successful negotiation between Livick’s aesthetic 
visions and his technical proficiency.

Other works in the exhibition are from the artist’s Joints portfolio, consisting of large black-
and-white photographs of carnival workers pictured inside their game stands, otherwise 
known as “joints.” It is important to note that each photograph in this portfolio was captured 
at the same fairs, carnivals, festivals, and amusement parks 
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as those in the Middle America portfolio. Livick approached carnival workers in their joints 
and asked to take their photographs while potential customers amassed just outside his 
camera’s frame. For these pictures, he used an 8x10-sheet Deardorff camera and Kodak 
tri-X black-and-white negative film in combination with two large multi-blitz flash units, since 
the lighting inside the joints was faint. At first workers (and their employers) were reluctant 
to be photographed, citing concerns over how they would be represented and where the 
pictures would eventually be shown.ii  Although their reluctance subsided to some extent 
after they provided consent, a profound sense of doubt lingers on their faces. The stark 
contrast between the intrinsic promise of fun associated with the games and the grim-faced 
glares of the carnival workers suggests a sharp detachment between the visitor’s desire for 
entertainment and those who facilitate it. In the photographs, many of the workers appear 
to sink into the stalls, disappearing into the background, thus becoming indistinguishable 
from their games and prizes. For example, in an untitled photograph featuring a ball game, 



a bare-chested carnival worker clad in an unbuttoned white long-sleeved shirt, shorts, and 
dark sunglasses is set against a number of racoons hanging from the ceiling of his joint. 
Coincidentally, his clothing and accessories are so visually similar to the covering of the 
racoons that he almost becomes lost among them. Photographs such as these appear to 
suggest that the conflation of one’s identity and one’s labour is a common occurrence in 
a capitalist society. “In our highly materialistic culture,” writes Livick, “time, money and 
possessions take precedence over the flow of the spirit.”iii  What better way to address this 
concept than through the environment of hyper-consumerism that defines the midway?

What is extraordinary about the Middle America and Joints portfolios is their deep 
connection to Livick’s sense memory, particularly his sense of smell. “Even now,” he says, 
“this is thirty years later, whenever [my wife Karen and I] smell fried onions, it takes us right 
back to the fairs.”iv  Some carnival workers and employers did not want photographs to be 
taken in the evenings because this was the most lucrative 
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time of day; instead, Livick would often arrive on the grounds during the morning as 
workers were opening their joints and as the cook tent was beginning to fry massive heaps 
of onions, the smell of which would carry through the air.v

Livick’s anecdote is meaningful because it identifies how smell is perhaps the strongest 
sense linked to memory, while also providing evidence that senses other than vision 
directly influence how we read and perceive artwork. Art theorist Jill Bennett describes 
sense memory as a kind of “affective memory” linked to bodily feeling that exists outside 
of ordinary memory.vi  Bennett allows viewers to think about how memories can be felt 
through our bodies, through particular senses, rather than simply with visions in the mind’s 
eye. That being said, viewers may associate some of Livick’s photographs with the poignant 
odours of items for sale at various North American fairgrounds, including buttered popcorn, 
corndogs, fried donuts, funnel cakes, cotton candy, and BBQ. By doing so, the photographs 
can trigger memories and a spectacle of sensations.

Traditionally, it was believed that carnivals emerged from ritualistic banquets where food 
and drink were consumed with frenzy, marking the transitionary period (and survival) 
between winter months and spring;vii however, scholars are still very much in debate 
over the carnival’s origins. For literary theorist and philosopher Mikhail Bakhtin, the 
grand carnivals of medieval Europe—where sin and transgression were commonplace—
symbolized how the church and state’s ideological power over the public would collapse, if 
only for a short while. Moreover, these carnivals allowed members of the public to act out, 



introducing a new system of values and beliefs into contemporary life. Bakhtin maintains 
that the transformative potential of medieval carnivals led directly to the cultural and social 
achievements of the European Renaissance.viii

It is difficult to define how exactly the fairs, carnivals, festivals, and amusement parks of 
today influence the everyday cultural and social life of North Americans. Yet it is possible 
that the exorbitant cost and sanitization of these events severely limit the participation of 
individuals and communities, thus stifling their potential to establish real cultural and social 
change. Still, they are a bit of innocent fun in a world that could use more of it.

Matthew Ryan Smith 
Guest Curator

Artist’s Biography

Born U.K. (England): Yorkshire, Allerton Bywater, 11 February 1945

Stephen Livick was born in Castleford, England in 1945 and grew up in Montreal. He 
currently lives and works in Lion’s Head, Ontario. His work is found in public and private 
collections throughout Canada and the United States, including the National Gallery of 
Canada, Canada Art Bank, the Art Gallery of Ontario, and the Museum of Modern Art, New 
York. A self-taught photographer, Livick is widely recognized for inventing a photographic 
printing process that combines laser technology and gum bichromate. Since 1984, Livick 
has made numerous visits to India in pursuit of subject matter for his photographs and as a 
way of exploring Hindu spiritual beliefs.
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